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1. INTRODUCTION 
The fourth-order degenerate parabolic equation 
u, + [u~(b - cux + uxxx)] .  = 0 
appears (see [1,2]) in the description of the motion of a very thin layer of viscous incompressible 
fluid along an inclined plane with slope/3 E [0, 7r/2]. The function u(x, t) represents he thickness 
of the film, b > 0 and c > 0 are constants proportional to g sin/3 and g cos/3, respectively, (g is the 
gravitational acceleration), and n = 1, 2, 3 according to the condition assumed on the fluid-solid 
interface (the no-slip condition yields n = 3, while different slip conditions yield n = 1, 2). We 
refer to [3] for a complete bibliography on the modeling studies. A rather clear picture of the 
mathematical structure of the equation has been obtained in the case b = c = 0 (flow driwm by 
surface tension over an horizontal plane) and n < 3 for zero contact angle solutions, i.e., solutions 
which satisfy u(., t) E C 1 (l~) for almost every t (these are sometimes called strong solutions). We 
refer to [4] for a detailed list of references. Our aim is to extend some of these results to the.' case 
b > 0, c _> 0. In particular, we study the Cauchy problem 
ut + [u n (b - cux + uz~x)]x = 0, 
u(x ,  O) = ~o(x) ,  
(x, t) e ~ x (0, e~), 
(P) 
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with n > 0 and periodic initial datum. In Section 2, we prove that for n E (0,4], there exists 
a weak solution u(x,t) of problem (P) (see Definition 2.1); the additional constraint n _< 4 is 
needed to obtain a global solution. In Section 3, we derive an entropy estimate (well known in 
the case b = c -- 0) which implies regularity and positivity properties of u, and in particular 
that u is a zero contact angle solution. Finally, we show that u(x, t) converges to its mean (a 
conserved quantity) as t / z  co if 0 < n < 3. Proofs are only given when they are different from 
the ones in the case b --- c = 0. 
NOTATIONS. We set ~ = (-a,  a), QT = f~ x (0, T), and PT = QT \ {u = 0 V t = 0}, with the 
conventions Q = Qoo, 7 ~ = Poo. Given f E Ll(f~), f stands for the mean value of f in f~. 
2. NONNEGATIVE  SOLUTIONS 
Throughout the paper, we shall assume that 
uo E Hl(f l) ,  uo > O, uo(x + 2a) = uo(x), uo ~ O. (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function u E C°o~112)'(W8)(~ x [0, co)) M L~oc([0, co) ;H l (~))  is a solution 
of (P )  
(a) u(x + 2a, t) = u(x,t), u > O, u E C4'1('P); 
(b) unl2u=== E L2(7>T) for all T > O; 
(c) for all ¢ E Lip(R x (0, co)) with compact support with respect o t and such that ¢(x + 
2a, t) = ¢(x, t), u satisfies 
/ /QuCtdxdt  +/ / lun(b -cu= + u===)¢=dxdt=O; 
(d) u(x, O) = uo(z) for = e R. 
We shall construct a solution of (P) as a limit of smooth positive solutions of approximating 
problems. To this aim, we fix )~ E (0, 1), 8 E (0,2/5] and select a sequence u0~ E CaA(R) such 
that 
uoe(= + 2a) = uoe(=), 
We also define 
lira Uoe = Uo, in H I (~), uoe > uo -I- e e. 
~-'-~0 
IsP+ 4 
= (elsl n + s4). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Hereafter, ci will denote constants independent of ¢ and Ci(t) will denote positive increasing 
functions defined in (0, co) and independent of ~. 
THEOREM 2.1. For all n E (0,4] and all initial data Uo satisfying (2.1) there ex/sts a solution 
of (P) in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
PROOF. The Cauchy problem 
u, + [ye(u)(b - + u==)]x  = 0, 
u(x,O) = uo~(x), z E R (Pe) 
possesses a unique maximal positive solution u~ E C4'~'(~/4)(R x [0, re)), Te _< CO (see [5, Theorem 
6.3, p. 302]). The solution ue keeps the period 2a of u0~ with respect o x, and satisfies 
0 < ue(t) = ~ _< cl, (2.4) 
which follows immediately integrating over Q, and using (2.2). We claim that for n E (0, 4], there 
exists Cl(t) > 0 such that 
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We multiply the equation of (Pe) by (uexx-cue) and integrate over Qt. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
and Young's inequalities, we obtain 
Observe that f~(s) S Isl n. Therefore, (2.5) follows at once from (2.2), (2.4), and (2.6) if n < 1. 
If n > 1, it follows from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation i equality that 
f~(ue(t)) < u~(t) < c2 + c3 u~x(t) <_ c4 + c5 u~(t) ,  (2.7) 
for n <_ 4. Inserting this last inequality in (2.6), a Gronwall argument gives (2.5). Proceeding as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [6], one can use (2.4) and (2.5) to infer that 
_< c2(t). 
Now we prove that each solution ue is global. Suppose by contradiction that Te < CO. Equa- 
tion (2.7) allows, to extend ue so that ue G C°'I/2'US(-Q~), and it follows as in ([6], Theorem 4.1, 
part (iii)) that u~ > 4a > 0 in R × [0, Te] for some a > 0. We select a function he(s) c C2(R) 
such that he(s) - f¢(s) for s >_ 2a and he >_ re(a). Then ue solves in ]R × (0, ~-e) the equation 
u~t + [he(ue)(b - ctt~ + u:xxz)lx = 0. (2.8) 
By (2.5) and (2.7), for all e > 0, there exists xe e I -a,  a) such that 
// /0 e 
is well defined in D = [-2a, 2a] x (0, re) and satisfies 
vet + he(u~)(b - cv~x + vexz~x) = 0, (x, t) e D. (2.9) 
Because of the regularity of h~(ue) given by (2.7), Schauder type estimates [5, Theorem 2.2, 
p. 202], applied successively to ve and uE, imply that Ue(X,Ts) E C4+~(R), which allows us to 
extend the solution ue in contradiction with the maximality of T~. 
Arguing as in [6], it follows from (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) that there exists a sequence ue~ con- 
verging uniformly to a solution of (P) on QT for all T < ~ as :k --~ 0. | 
3. PROPERTIES  OF  SOLUTIONS 
The basic tool of this section is an entropy estimate which is well known in the case b =: c -- 0 
and which we extend here to the case b > 0, c > 0. Let ( E C2(]R) be a nonnegative function 
with period 2a, ~ ~ {0, -1 ,  4 - n, 3 - n}, T < cw and let 
~8aTn--3 SOt+l 
G~(s) : (c~ + n - 4)(~ + n - 3) + (~(c~ + 1~" 
Multiplying the equation of (Pe) by (4G~(ue) and proceeding as in [7], we find that for any 
c~ 6 (1/2 - n, 2 - n) \ {0, -1},  there exist positive constants c6, c7 which depend only on c~ and 
n such that 
(aG~(u~(x,T))dx+c6 t(4u~ +'~--1 (u~,, +cu2,) + t (  % ,~,j 
+c l ff , [(<)4 + :¢<')' + e(<<)2] o+.+1 "tl,~ 
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REMARK 3.1. If 0 < n < 3, the set 
( {1 ) ) 
In:= max -~-n , -1  ,2 -n  \ {O,-1} (3.2) 
is not empty; recalling the choice of 0, (2.2) and (2.4), it follows easily from (3.1) with ~ _= 1 that 
for any a E In, there exist positive constants cs, c9 such that 
ffQ.y,+n-l. 2_e  %== +ff., +n-x4 e ,,,= _< s, (3.3) 
ff,, ° + " - ' -  < (3.4) --e Ibex -- C9. 
Note that (3.4) follows directly from (3.1) i fe > 0, but holds also for c = 0 in view of the Poincard 
inequality and (3.3). 
Below we list some consequences of (3.1), referring to [7] for the proofs. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a solution of problem (P) obtained ha Theorem 2.1. Then 
(i) u(., t) E el(R) for almost every t > 0; 
(ii) the following positivity properties hold: 
3 
if n > 2' supp u(., to) _C supp u(-, t), for t > to; 
i fn  > 2, U(xo,to)>O==~U(xo,t)>O, for a.e. t>to ;  
7 
if n > 2' u(xo, to) > 0 ==~ u(x0, t) > 0, for all t > to; 
if n = 4, supp u(., t) = supp u0, for all t > 0. 
Finally, we show that u converges to its mean as t --* c~ for 0 < n < 3. The proof of this result 
is different from the one in the case b = c = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u be a solution of problem (P) obtained in Theorem 2.1. Then 
1 
u(., t) ~ u--6 in L~(f~), as t ~ o~, if 0 < n < ~, 
- -  1 
u(x, t) ~ u'-6 uniformly in f~, as t ~ oo, if 3 < n < 3. 
REMARK 3.2. It follows immediately that u is bounded from above in Q if 1/2 < n < 3. • 
PROOF. First, we consider the case 1/2 < n < 3. We claim that for any n in this range there 
exists c10 > 0 such that 
I U2x(t) + I I  fe('tte)( uexxx -- CUex) 2 --<~ el0- (3 .5 )  sup 
t~[o,oo) Jn JJQ 
This implies in particular that u _< M in Q for a suitable M > 0. By a very minor modification 
of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [6], it then follows from (3.5) that u is uniformly continuous in Q, 
and the proof proceeds as in [7]. 
To prove (3.5), let 0 < t < T. We multiply the equation of (Pe) by (uexx - CUe) and integrate 
over Qt, obtaining 
Fe(t) : ----- 31 f~ (u~x(t) + cu~(t))+/fcQt fe(ue)(uexx=- cue=) 2
(3.6) 
t Qt  
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where we have used the fact that  ]f~(s)l ~ 4Is[ n-1. Hence, 
max Fe(t) <c11+4b f f n-1 u e lue=Uex=t. (3.7) 
tE [0,T] - -  J J o.t 
Let In be defined by (3.2). We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young's inequalities to the integral 
at the r ight-hand side of (3.7). Using (3.3), we obtain 
/ /Q  cs 1 f f  _~+n_l.= u~-:[ue=u,==i<_-~+-~jj¢ % %=, Vae In .  (3.8) 
t Qt 
If 1/2 < n < 2, we can choose a in (3.8) such that  -~  E In, and the claim follows from (3.4) 
and (3.7). If 2 _< n < 3, we fix a E In. Since a < 0, we obtain from (3.8) that  
--2o~ . a+n--1.  2 
_ -~ + -~ max c~ + v~llu~=(',t)llL=(a) ~ ~.  
~ei0,T] t 
Note that  0 < -2a  < 2; hence, (3.4) and Young's inequality yield 
:: : {/. } : un-l[u~,u,=,[ < c12 + -~ max %=(x,t)dx < c12 + max Fe(t) (3.9) 
J JQ t  -- tE[0,T] - -  tE[0,T] 
and (3.5) follows from (3.9) and (3.7) since T is arbitrary and cn ,  c12 do not depend on T. 
It  remains to consider the case 0 < n < 1/2. We mult iply the equation of (Pe) by H'(ue), 
where He is defined by 
Hds) = (s - ~)2 ~sn-2 
- - - -V--  + (3  - n)(2 - ~)" 
We observe that  H~'(s) = sn/f:(s).  Integrating by parts, we obtain 
/0 /0 _:t,: n(n--l)~tTO n-2 4 ,0. (3.10) H,(ue(t2)) -  He(ue(ti)) = uy (U~x . + cu2.) + ~ u e %.. 
J t l  JO  1 
Proceeding as in Theorem 2.4 in [4], one proves that  Hux(tk)l[L=(f~) ---* 0 along a sequence tk -+ oc. 
-Fherefore, u(tk) -~ u-o uniformly in ~, which implies that  ue(x, tk) > 0 in ~ for any k > k0, 
5 < ~(k). Hence, passing to the limit as ~ --~ 0 in (3.10) (with tl = tk < t = t2) yields 
/ (u(t) - ~-~) 2 £ - 
• : < l iminf  f He(ue(t)) < < Cla]lu=(tk)li~L=(m = ok(l) ,  
- ~ o J n - 2 - 
for all t > tk and k > k0, which completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
REMARK 3.3. The proof in the case 1/2 < n < 3 is based on the fact that  the integral at the 
r ight-hand side of (3.6) can be controlled in terms of Hue[[/~(~,) and of the norms in (3.3),(3.4). 
The same does not hold if n <_ 1/2, and this motivates the difference in the results of Theorem 3.2 
between the cases n _~ 1/2 and n > 1/2. 
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